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Six Cocky, Bad Boy Brothers in the hit series now with over 275,000 sold! All Stand-Alone Romance

Novels. "Books like this make me think there may still be a few good guys out there." - Karen

RoseJAXSON COCKERSome people say it's impossible to meet your soulmate when you're

eight.They're wrong.No f-ing way...It can't be her after all these years.Getting kissed by that city-boy

douche-bag is Rachel Sawyer...My best friend and secret love when I was just a boy.The only girl

who could ever hold my interest past a minute.Look at him, all sleek and done up like some

woman.Is that what she throbs for in a man?I doubt it.But I've got a ranch and a quiet existence.I

can't compete with a flashy New York City life.Screw it. I don't care. I won't lose her.Not to him.Not

to New York.Not again.RACHELGod, Ryan, really? Another email? Can't you just enjoy the sunny

day?Wait...there's a gorgeous man staring at me from across the farmer's market.His sharp

emerald eyes are daring me to remember him.Who is he?I don't live in Atlanta anymore.Haven't

since I was a little girl.So why am I walking to him like he's magnet and I'm metal?*** Ã‚Â If you

don't like humor, loyal families, sex and swearing, this series is not for you. Thank you.Ã‚Â Can

easily be enjoyed out of order. After the six brothers come their amazing grown-up kids in their own

romance novels! And for this unpredictable family Ã¢â‚¬Å“cockyÃ¢â‚¬Â• means taking on the world

despite fear, owning who you really are, entirely, and without shame. Enjoy!_____________What

readers are saying about Cocky Cowboy, a Second Chance romance..."...wonderfully written and

wrenching. A beautiful, beautiful story... " - MamaB Review* "Amazing! My favorite book of the

series so far. Faleena Hopkins is one of my favorite authors. This is definitely a must read. It has

everything." - Luv2Read* "Totally addicted to the Cocker brothers and the dirty talking cowboy

Jaxson..." - Wiley Kate* "Faleena is an amazing author that has brought this family and their bond to

life. I can't put into words how amazing these Cocker men and their families are!!! Jaxson is by far

my favorite" - Kristen Kendrick* "Great story amazing writing. You will love love love these books." -

Jenn* "a rollercoaster of emotions that are so tender you don't know whether to laugh or cry. Sweet

and sexy from beginning to end!" - dbBookNerd* "By far The Cocker Brothers' books just keep

getting better. Each one is vastly different and Jackson's story was the best yet!" Nora383* "There

was friendship, passion, suspense, and heartbreaking moments that made me cry. But out of all

this, there was love. This series just keeps getting better and better." - FindMyBliss" Just spent the

perfect sick day in the company of the most delicious Jaxson and the very envied Rachel. This

series is completely addictive. And every brother more lustworthy" - MommaC* "This series keeps

getting better." - Lee Dimovski* "Boy did I need tissues." - Amanda Aguis* "Now I want to read it

again. Faleena has another winner on her hands." - Grolydmd
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This Cocker brother is sweet, thoughtful, fun, and an amazing character! His love with Rachel is

swoon worthy, especially after two plus decades. An extremely challenging "situation" with the

potential to break the hearts of not only Jaxson and Rachel, but will devastate the whole family, is

wonderfully written and wrenching. A beautiful, beautiful story, thank goodness there are 3 more

brothers! Can't wait! I received an ARC in return for an honest review.

Got the book. Read the book. Could not put it down, made hubby order pizza!To find a love, even at

a young age, is remarkable. To find that love again, is beautiful.Thank you Faleena for showing

another 'face' of love. I enjoyed the book from the first page.

This book is Cocky Cowboy: A Second Chance Romance, book three in the Cocker Brothers series,

written by Faleena Hopkins. This book is about Jaxson Cocker and his childhood friend Rachel.

They were separated at the tender age of ten and suddenly come back into each other's lives. What



would you do if you see your childhood sweetheart with another man? Would you hit him and go to

jail?? Well, why not!?! We all need some Cocker brothers in our lives!! Loving this whole series!!

Come On! ;) The Cocker Brother's just get better and better! This is an amazing series! Jaxson &

Rachel's story was emmotional and full of twists. Some I had to actually reread that paragraph or

sentence to see if I read it right. So worth the read. This story was hot and sizzling, its was funny

and also had me shedding tears. I couldn't put it down! Jaxson & Rachel found each other at the

age of 8 andthe connection never waveredÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â„¢Ã‚Â¥ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â„¢Ã‚Â¥ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â„¢Ã‚Â¥ Can't

wait to read on in the series!

Jaxson and Rachel were childhood friends that haven't seen one another for years. Rachel is one

person Jaxson can talk to about anything and never get bored. Their chemistry is a constant pull.

Rachel and Jaxson learn about a twisted truth that happen a long time ago. Jaxson is left with the

burden is hiding the truth from his brothers and his mom. I hope future books touch on this subject

so I know how Jaxson is handling the burden.

A by chance second meeting with your childhood friend. So many memories come flooding back

when you're young. Possibly building up feelings that can change over time, but not with Jaxson or

Rachel. Emotions search and then a bite of politics comes into torment their lives. I kept putting it

down and then picking it back up as frustration levels would rise the senses to find out what

happens next continues. Bring on another brother!

I fell in love with all the main characters. The chuckles just kept coming. This book was great, had a

few twists, some sadness, but mostly love! I would recommend this book! It was a good fast read

you don't want to put down. I can't wait to read the rest of the Cocker boys stories. Love the HEA

and no cliffhanger. Great author.

I guess technically this isn't a 2nd chance but I love the story of love drawn out over years. It

amplifies the meant to be and the HEA. I'm curious to see if congressman Cocker ever makes

peace with Jett. It's only one of the reasons besides the awesome writing that I am reading this

series. 2 thumbs up!
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